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Tensor correlations in nuclei and exclusive electron scattering
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The effect of tensor nucleon-nucleon correlations upon exclusive and semiexclusive electronuclear reactions
is studied. Differential cross sections for the semiexclusive16O(e,e8p) and exclusive16O(e,e8pn) processes
are computed by explicitly evaluating the dynamical electromagnetic coupling to a tensor correlated nucleon
pair. In both reaction channels the tensor correlations contribute in a very substantial way. Tensor correlations
are found to generate more electronuclear strength than central Jastrow correlations do.

PACS number~s!: 25.30.2c, 21.30.Fe, 24.10.2i
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In the history of nuclear physics, it has been notoriou
difficult to detect signals that directly point towards pheno
ena beyond the scope of the effective mean-field theor
This holds, in particular, for the short-range correlations t
reflect the remnants of the hard-core part of the nucle
nucleon (NN) force in the medium. Recently, manifestatio
for strongly correlated proton pairs and the existence
Jastrow-like correlations emerged from the simultaneous
tection of two protons upon absorption of one~virtual! pho-
ton by an atomic nucleus@1,2#. Nuclear many-body theorie
have produced vastly different predictions for the short-ra
behavior of nuclei. The ongoing exclusiveA(e,e8pp) stud-
ies are expected to provide stringent tests of these theo
The correlations probed in proton-proton knockout are p
dominantly the state-independent scalar ones~often referred
to as Jastrow correlations! related to the hard core part of th
NN force. The tensor force, which is operative at interme
ate internucleon distances ('1 – 2.5 fm!, is established to be
an important ingredient of theNN force in the medium and
is believed to be another source of importantNN correlations
which go beyond the mean-field level@3#. High momentum
components in the deuteron wave function, for example,
ascribed to aD-state admixture and are a direct manifestat
of the presence of tensor correlations in the proton-neu
system. For a long time, the tensor interaction has been
tablished to be a rather weak but essential ingredient of
effective NN force. Despite intensive research a recent
view @4# quoted its role as ‘‘elusive.’’ Earlier studies of th
role played by tensor correlations in electron scattering c
centrated on inclusiveA(e,e8) response functions, for which
there are many competing effects and unambiguous infor
tion on the tensor correlations, might be difficult to extra
@5,6#. In the near future, exclusive experiments that aim
probing both the proton-proton and proton-neutron corre
tions will be performed at MAMI and TJNAF. At MAMI,
where central short-range correlations in nuclei are be
studied with the aid of theA(e,e8pp) reaction@2,7#, high-
resolution A(e,e8pn) measurements have been schedu
for the target nuclei3He @8# and 16O @9#. These measure
ments will be performed at four-momentum transfers of
orderQ2'0.05 (GeV/c)2. At TJNAF, on the other hand, th
small distance structure of nuclei will be probed with the a
of the 12C(e,e8pN) (N5p,n) reaction atQ2>2 (GeV/c)2
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@10#. In the light of the upcoming experiments, we prese
model calculations that aim at exploring the possibility
using exclusive and semiexclusive electronuclear react
to elucidate the role of tensor correlations in thenuclear
medium.

To establish a connection between theNN correlations
and the measured electronuclear cross sections, we re
that the response of the target nucleus~with ‘‘correlated’’
ground-state wave functionuC ī&) to the electromagnetic
probe is determined by matrix elements of the form

^C f ūJm~q!uC i &̄

^C f ūC f &̄^C i ūC i &̄
. ~1!

We introduce ‘‘correlated’’ nuclear wave functions in a sta
dard manner,

uC̄&5ŜF )
i , j 51

A

„12gc~r i j !1 f tt~r i j !Si ĵ tW i .tW j…G uC&, ~2!

whereuC& is the uncorrelated and normalized~Slater deter-
minant! wave function obtained from a mean-field calcul
tion, Ŝ is the symmetrizer,gc is the central correlation func
tion that accounts for~state-independent or Jastrow! short-
range effects, andSi ĵ is the tensor operator that introduce
state-dependent correlations for theS51 components in the
nuclear wave functions. Strictly speaking, the correlation
erator also contains spin-isospin and spin-orbit terms. Thegc
and f tt are, however, the most important ones and with
their presence finite nuclei would simply be unbound@3#. A
striking feature of the correlation functionsgc and f tt is that
they exhibit a modestA dependence@3#. This makes them a
universal feature of atomic nuclei whose experimental de
mination is of the utmost importance. The hadronic curr
operatorJm(q) in the above expression accounts for the co
pling of the electromagnetic field to the nuclear system.
our calculations, the one-body part (Jm

[1] ) has been imple-
mented in the standard impulse approximation fashi
whereas the two-body currents (Jm

[2] ) include the conven-
tional pion-exchange and intermediateD33-resonance terms
@11#. The matrix element of Eq.~1! contains 2,3, . . . A-body
correlations and is usually calculated with the aid of an
pansion that is cut at some order. It is worth stressing t
most of the cluster expansions for correlated systems tha
outlined in the literature refer to calculations addressing
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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‘‘inclusive’’ response of the correlated target nucleus to
electromagnetic probe. Hereby, closure properties can be
ploited to help reducing the complexity of the calculation
In the (e,e8p) case, for example, closure can be appl
when integrating over all excitation energies of the resid
A21 system@12#. This quantity, however, is experimental
not accessible as it would involve integrations over kinem
ics regions where the measured (e,e8p) strength is contami-
nated by pion production@13#. Here we aim at computing th
effect of the correlations on some well-defined parts of
phase space in exclusive and semi-exclusive electronuc
processes. Accordingly, no closure relations can be app
and most of the known cluster expansion techniques are
directly applicable. In inclusive 12C(e,e8) @14# and
4He(e,e8d) @15# calculations the lowest-order approxim
tion ~LOA! was observed to account for the majorNN cor-
relations effects. Given that exclusiveA(e,e8NN) processes
are confined to two-nucleon phase space, three- and hig
body ‘‘correlations’’ are expected to produce even sma
corrections than in the inclusive case. For that reason,
transition matrix element of Eq.~1! was evaluated in the
LOA. This procedure results in a clear separation betw
the contributions from the uncorrelated mean-field wa
function that reads

^C f uS (
i 51

A

Jm
[1]~ i ;q!1 (

i , j 51

A

Jm
[2]~ i , j ;q!D uC i&, ~3!

and the ones that can be unambiguously attributed to theNN
correlations,

^C f u (
i , j 51

A

@„Jm
[1]~ i ;q!1Jm

[1]~ j ;q!1Jm
[2]~ i , j ;q!…

3„2gc~r i j !1 f tt~r i j !Si ĵ tW i .tW j…1H.c.#uC i&. ~4!

The correlation functionsgc and f tt establish the link be-
tween the measurements and the nuclear many-body t
ries, and contain the information of the ‘‘beyond mea
field’’ structure of nuclei. In inclusiveA(e,e8) and exclusive
A(e,e8p) reactions, signals from the ‘‘correlation’’ part~4!
in the transition matrix elements are frequently obscured
the dominant one-body termJm

[1] in Eq. ~3!. For uncorrelated
wave functions, two-nucleon knockout strength can solely
generated by the one-body current through final-state in
action effects, e.g., A(e,e8p)A21 followed by A
21(p,p8n). We will consider kinematical regimes in whic
the contaminant effect of rescattering processes is m
mized. To that purpose we compute proton neutron knock
processes from a light nucleus (16O) with the condition that
the residual nucleus (14N) is created at low excitation ene
gies. Moreover, we will consider the situation that the tw
nucleons are ejected along the momentum transfer~‘‘super-
parallel kinematics’’!. Then,A21(p,p8n) rescattering pro-
cesses involve large momentum transfers and are hea
suppressed. This feature of heavily suppressed one-body
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rent contributions to the uncorrelated matrix element of E
~3!, opens up good opportunities to acquire a precise un
standing ofNN correlations by studying two-nucleon knock
out processes.

Direct information on the precise role of tensor corre
tions in nuclei is expected from triple coincidenc
A(e,e8pn) experiments, provided that one can separate
signals from the electromagnetic coupling to a tensor co
lated proton-neutron pair from two-body current contrib
tions. InA(e,e8pp) andA(e,e8pn) studies, a powerful tool
in the search forNN correlations is the selectivity of the fina
state with respect to the quantum numbers of the correla
nucleon pair that actively participates in the reaction proc
@16,17,19#. We have calculated16O(e,e8pn)14N cross sec-
tions for excitation of specific states in14N. The results are
displayed in Fig. 1 and include apart from the central a
tensor correlations, the ‘‘uncorrelated’’ contribution of com
peting meson-exchange and intermediateD-resonance two-
body current contributions. The model employed to calcul
these cross sections includes a distorted wave descriptio
the ejectiles and was extensively discussed in Ref.@11#. Re-
stricting ourselves to the~dominant! p-shell components, the
following selectivity for the quantum numbers of the acti
proton-neutron pair emerges when considering16O(e,e8pn)
decay to the different angular momentum states in14N

JR501 1S0~L50!,3P1~L51!,

JR511 3S1~L50,2!,3P0,1,2~L51!,

1P1~L51!,3D1~L50!, ~5!

JR521 1S0~L52!,3S1~L50,2!,3P1,2~L51!,

1D2~L50!,3D2~L50!,

where the standard convention (2S11LJ) for the relative two-
nucleon wave function is adopted andL is the orbital quan-
tum number corresponding with the center-of-mass~COM!
motion of the pair. We have calculated the differential cro
section for these states in the low-energy spectrum of14N
that are established to have a two-hole character relativ
the ground state of16O @20# and are therefore expected to b
strongly populated in a direct16O(e,e8pn) reaction @17#.
The two-body overlap amplitudes employed in our calcu
tions are from Ref.@21#. Thegc and f tt correlation functions
are those from@22#. They are obtained in variational calcu
lations for the 16O ground state with the Argonnev14 NN
potential. We have selected so-called ‘‘super-parallel’’ kin
matics which makes the two nucleons to move along
momentum transfer. It has become customary in the disc
sion of two-nucleon knockout processes to present the res
in terms of the pair missing momentum. In a spectator mo
the pair missing momentum coincides with the inital CO
momentum of the ejected nucleon pair. As inferrred from
missing-momentum dependence of the cross sections
tained in Fig. 1, the ground state has a mixedL50,2 char-
acter, whereas theJR511 state atEx53.95 MeV reflects a
L50 shape. As evidenced by the results of Fig. 1 the eff
3-2
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FIG. 1. The missing momentum dependence of the16O(e,e8pn) differential cross section and recoil polarization observablePt8 for
excitation of the low-lying two-hole states in14N at e5855 MeV, e85640 MeV, andue8518°. The calculations refer to the situation
which the proton~neutron! is detected parallel~antiparallel! to the direction of the momentum transfer. The solid curve is calculated in
distorted-wave approximation including the two-body currents, central, and tensor correlations. The dashed line is the contribution
two-body currents. The dotted lines omit tensor correlations from the full calculation.
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of the tensor correlations in exclusive proton-neutron kno
out is large. Neglecting the tensor correlations would res
in a cross section for the ground-state transition that is ab
a factor of 2 too small. The strongest sensitivity to the ten
correlations, though, is found in the peak of the cross s
tions for the transition to the 11 states at, respectively,Ex
50 and 3.95 MeV. As is clear from the pair combinatio
contained in Eq.~5! this enhanced sensitivity to the tens
correlations corresponds with the situation that the reac
is dominated by absorption on proton-neutron pairs in a3S1
configuration. The predicted effect of the central correlatio
is small in comparison with the tensor contributions. For
transition to the 01 and 21 states, the effect of the centra
and tensor correlations is about of equal importance and r
tively modest. This can be explained by remarking that
these states the3S1 configuration does not (01) or only
marginally contribute (21). A striking feature is the big dif-
ference in the computed differential cross sections for
two 11 states. A detailed16O(p1,pp)14N measurement re
ported in Ref.@18# determined that the transition cross se
tion has a mixedL50,2 for the ground state and a predom
nantL50 character for theEx53.95 MeV state. Moreover
the differential cross section for theEx53.95 MeV state was
determined to be substantially larger than for the grou
02160
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state. In many respects the (p1,pp) process bears resem
blance with the (e,e8pn) reaction and our compute
16O(e,e8pn) differential cross sections for the 11 states ex-
hibit exactly the same qualitative features than those
served in the16O(p1,pp)14N data of Ref.@18#.

Also shown in Fig. 1 are the predictions for the doub
polarization observablesPt8 . This variable can be deter
mined inA(eW ,e8pW n) measurements and determines the rec
polarization along the directiont̂ which is in the reaction
plane orthogonal to the direction of ejected proton’s mom
tum. In superparallel kinematics,Pt8 is uniquely determined
by theWLT8 structure function. The background of two-bod
current contributions to proton-neutron knockout is alm
exclusively transverse. With no ground-state correlatio
contributing, Pt8 is extremely small. For these transition
with strong contributions from the tensor correlations, t
calculations predict large valuesPt8 , though. In that respect
the recoil polarization observable is a measure for the imp
tance of tensor correlations in the medium. Double polari
tion observables have been frequently shown to be relativ
free of ambiguities with respect to the final-state interact
@19#.

In general, triple coincidence measurements are challe
ing. An indirect way of accessing the ground-state corre
3-3
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tions is the semiexclusiveA(e,e8p) process. Indeed, whe
probing higher missing energiesEm5v2Tp2TA21, the re-
sidual nucleus is created at a high excitation energyEx

*30 MeV!. In this regime, exclusive single-nucleon knoc
out through the ‘‘uncorrelated’’ one-body current operator
Eq. ~3! is heavily suppressed and besides the mesonic
grees of freedom, the ‘‘correlations’’ terms in Eq.~4! are
expected to feed theA(e,e8p) channel. As the ‘‘correla-
tions’’ are predominantly of two-body nature, the ‘‘corre
lated’’ A(e,e8p) strength will manifest itself as two-nucleo
knockout. Often, in interpreting semiexclusiveA(e,e8p) and
inclusive A(e,e8) processes, a factorization scheme
adopted. Hereby, the hadronic part of theA(e,e8p) cross
section is written in terms of the probability to find a nucle
with a certain momentum for a fixed missing energy of t
A21 spectators~the so-called spectral function!. For the re-
sults presented here, an unfactorized approach is ado
The method was outlined in Ref.@11# and is based on ex
plicitly calculating the contribution from the operato
„Jm

[1] ( i ;q)1Jm
[1] ( j ;q)…„2gc(r i j )1 f tt(r i j )Si ĵ tW i .tW j… to the

two-nucleon knockout channels @A(e,e8pn)# and
A(e,e8pp)] and integrating over the complete phase sp
of the undetected nucleon. The calculated missing ene
spectrum of the16O(e,e8p) reaction atv5300 MeV and
uqW u5416 MeV/c is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of proto
angles. It is worth stressing that in the absence ofNN corre-
lations all computed strengths in Fig. 2 would vanish iden
cally. As the angleupq , which is the polar angle of the
detected proton relative to the direction of the moment
transfer, grows higher initial proton momenta are probed
striking feature of the results is that the tensor correlati
generate a few times more ‘‘correlated’’16O(e,e8p)
strength than the central short-range correlations do. Atupq
540°, where the missing~or, initial proton! momentum
ranges over 275<pm<450 MeV/c, inclusion of the tensor
correlations increases the strength with a factor of 5.
clearly illustrated in Fig. 2, most of the ‘‘correlated
(e,e8p) strength can be ascribed to the proton-neut
knockout channel. With increasing polar angleupq , higher
missing momenta are probed and the central correlat
gain in relative importance. This can be explained by c
sidering that central correlations refer to the hard part of
NN force, whereas tensor correlations are of somew
larger range (1&r &3 fm!. Qualitatively, the central and ten
sor correlations exhibit a similar missing energy behavior
all polar angles included in Fig. 2. This feature reflects
fact that both the central and tensor correlations are mo
affecting nucleon pairs in relativeS states, thus imposing
stringent kinematical constraints on the (Em ,pm) regions
where the strength attributed to theNN correlations resides
@24#.
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Summarizing, we have presented a framework permitt
a systematic investigation of the effects of state-independ
~central! and state-dependent~tensor! correlations upon
A(e,e8NN) and semiexclusiveA(e,e8p) differential cross
sections. The calculations reveal that the sensitivity of
16O(e,e8pn) cross sections to central correlations is rath
modest. On the contrary, strong signals from the tensor
relations appear in these regions of thedVpdEpdVndEn
phase space whenever the inital photoabsorption happe
occur on 3S1 proton-neutron pairs. The tensor correlatio
are further predicted to produce substantially more sem
clusive 16O(e,e8p) strength than the central~Jastrow! corre-
lations do. This peculiar feature of how theNN correlations
manifest themselves in electronuclear processes, make
proton-neutron knockout channel dominate the semiex
sive (e,e8p) strength and could be considered as a mic
scopic confirmation of the suggested quasideuteron sca
of the ‘‘correlated’’ A(e,e8) strength@23#. Concluding, our
results indicate that exclusive electronuclear reactions a
promising tool for providing insight into the role of tenso
correlations in the nuclear medium.

This work was supported by the Fund for Scientific R
search of Flanders under Contract No. 4.0061.99 and
University Research Council.

FIG. 2. The missing-energy dependence of the computed c
tribution from NN correlations to the semiexclusive16O(e,e8p)
differential cross section at various proton polar angles. Das
curves include only the central correlations; solid curves, both c
tral and tensor correlations. The dotted curve is the calculated
tribution from (e,e8pn) including tensor and central correlation
The electron kinematics is determined bye51.2 GeV, e850.9
GeV, andue516°.
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